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LOT 1455

An interesting and unusual Bristol porcelain jug, circa 1770, the pear
shaped body enamelled with flowers to both sides within gilded scroll
framing against a veined blue ground, the rim, spout and foot with
further gilt scrollwork and trellis detail, gilt painted symbol for tin to
base with applied paper collection labels, height 15.2cm (two hairlines to
rim). Provenance: the A. Trapnell Collection, Albert Amor Ltd, Private
Collection. Note: Amor purchased the entire Trapnell Collection of
Bristol and Plymouth porcelain in 1912, over 1000 pieces, for an
estimated £15,000. It was exhibited and sold at their London gallery.
The number '353' to the base of this jug matches the description in
Amor's catalogue, where it is described as 'an interesting specimen'.
This is probably due to the fact that recorded Bristol porcelain with a
ground colour, such as this veined blue example, is unusual. The Amor
catalogue does not suggest it is not original, although it is known that
certain 18th century porcelains, most notably from the Worcester
factory, have sometimes been redecorated in the 19th century.

Estimate: £250 - £350

Condition Report

1455. Two vertical haricracks to rim, approx 3cm long, one by handle and the other to middle of one side. 
Otherwise the jug is in great condition with no cracks or restoration.  The gilding is hardly worn, apart from the
rim interior and a few minor spots on the handle.  There are light surface scratches/wear visible to the places
where the white body can be seen.  Please see the images on our website, these can be enlarged as required.
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